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Delhi metro map pdf new 2018

The capital of India is Delhi-NCR's subway rail transport system, operated by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited, millions of people ride every day on the Delhi Metro. Here we have tried to show Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) and Delhi Metro Map, better ways of fare and connectivity related information. And in
accordance with the vision of the Delhi Metro, the purpose of which is to make a publicly friendly transportation system. With this facility, people will easily find the Delhi Metro Route, Line, Platform and all information related to rental. Delhi Metro is the largest and busiest metro in India, and the world's 9th longest Metro
system is in the longest and 16th largest ride, the network has eight color-coded regular lines, with a total length of 317 kilometers (197 miles) which serves 229 stations (Airport Express Line and Interchange Stations, including 6 stations). You can get full details by clicking on the metro line below. In May 2019, Craig
Moore reports from Delhi/Noida: Noida Metro is a 28.1 revenue Km elevated single line operating in the Noida area of east Delhi NCR. The line has 21 stations and runs from Noida Sector 51 (where there is a 350m hole to delhi Metro Blue Line Sector 52 station - free branded auto-rickshaw transfer available, but new
Metro ticket purchase required) over the main corridors in a south-east direction as far as sector 148. From there, a sharp left-hander sends the route in a north-easterly direction towards the Depot terminus. The line has a different ownership and brand for the Delhi Metro, and there is a different feeling. The stations are
quite large and overbuilt, with entrance from the street involving stairs/escalators to the first floor ticket hall level. These are dark but cool spaces with security teams, system ops and ticket offices issuing paper tickets (with QR code) for the journey. Tickets cost 10-50 Rupees depending on distance, but there are reduced
ticket prices for Sundays and public holidays (about 20% reduction). Tickets are scanned on a pane of the ticket barrier and gates open to allow access to the paid area, where access to the side platforms above is provided by stairs and escalators. The platforms are tall, bright and have semi-screens with useless ports.
The platforms are built for six car trains, but four car sets are used and the ends of platforms have full glass barriers without gates (trains stop in the middle of the platform). There are basic RTI and line strip maps. The roof is of gray corrugated board, supported by similarly toned angled girders. In addition, the stations
have solar panels on many surfaces that support part of the operation of the system. Although the stations are over large structures, they are clean, fresh and chic and have interesting artworks and images across the system that differentiate stations. Trains run from 0600-2200 with 10min base progress and use
overhead supply and standard gauge tracks. Trains were built by CRRC Drive in four cars set. The exterior is metallic with aqua band along the top, which swoops across the front of the train, this is predominantly black, and includes the red and green logo and destination board. The doors sit proudly along the side of
the train. The interior is white with aqua seating and grab handles, as well as darker seating for ladies and the elderly (there are no female only coaches). The strip map is in sticker form, but there are also dynamic information screens along the side and at the end of carriages. All information is offered in Hindi and
English, which is audio provision. The ride is really smooth and there are some good cambers along the route making things quiet too. The system is not very well patronised at the moment and the trains are very quiet compared to some of the Delhi lines. Using the system is easy - directional signage is fine and there
are well placed line maps across the stations. There is no hard copy information available, but the staff is helpful if there are queries. Since there is no direct physical transfer to Delhi Metro, new tickets are required (as was previously the case with the fast metro in Gurugram-her Delhi Metro tickets now feature). The staff
told me that NMRC Noida Metro is an autonomous system and different tickets will always apply. But this line is jointly operated by NMRC and DMRC and is branded as Aqua Line, and is part of the Delhi Metro map - perhaps there will be greater functional integration in the future. In summary, this line has a different feel
of the Delhi Metro in some ways and is a smart addition to the rapid transit coverage in Delhi NCR. * Delhi Metro Map shows all Delhi Metro Routes and Lines, including Orange, Red, Green, Violet, Blue, Yellow and Airport Express Line. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However,
Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Orange Line Route Map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the
accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Red Line Route Map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Green Line Route Map. Disclaimer:
All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Violet Line Route Map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase
Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Blue Line Disclaimer: Everything has been made to ensure that this image exactly. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the
same. *Delhi Metro Yellow Line Route Map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Phase 4 Line Route map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made
to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. *Delhi Metro Pink Line Route map. Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do
not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. Click here for customized maps Print Email Free Download Buy now * Delhi Metro Green Line Map: Botanical Garden - Janakpuri West. Disclaimer CloseDisclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate. However, Compare
Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. Click here for customized maps Print Email Free Download Buy now * Delhi Metro Aqua Line Map: Noida - Greater Noida. Disclaimer CloseDisclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this picture accurate.
However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. Click here for customized maps Print Email Free Download Buy now * Delhi Metro Aqua Line Map: Noida - Greater Noida. Disclaimer CloseDisclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this
picture accurate. However, Compare Infobase Limited and its directors do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. On May 30, 2016, Union Urban Development Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu and Delhi's Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal marked the test run of the first of its kind driverless metro
trains. The trial began from the Mukundpur depot in delhi Metro and ended at Majalis Park Metro Station on the Majlis Park-Shiv Vihar corridor of Phase III. Trains were originally run by train operators for about a year, followed by switching over to unmanned train service. The introduction of the Metro Rail Service in Delhi
has changed the face of transport in the National Capital Territory of India. The metro is specially designed taking into account the comforts of passengers and the traffic on the road. Metro Rail Service in Delhi has been appreciated all over the world. Metro's rail has covered almost the entire city, and with ongoing efforts
for expansion, most of the neighboring areas and suburbs will also be covered by the metro rail by the end of 2021. The Metro Rail Service has proved to be a boon for the people of the Union Territory. The best thing that's happened since of Delhi Metro is a reduction in traffic. The expansion plans for the Delhi Metro
had begun especially for the 2010 Commonwealth Games. Although delhi metro is not the first metro railway in India, it can be said to be the first of its kind in the country. Built with greatest architectural brilliance and state-of-the-art facilities, the Delhi Metro is very different from the other metro rails in the world. Apart
from being technologically sound, the most important aspect that has gained great importance within the Delhi Metro is safety. Delhi Metro is being built in phases. Most of the routes during Phase I were completed before 2010. The second phase, known as Phase II, involved 85 stations. It was also successfully
completed at the end of 2010. The other projects under preparation are Phase IV and V, which is expected to be fully ready by the end of 2023 and 2031 respectively. Delhi Metro stations have small kiosks that provide food and drinks for commuters. Some stations like Rajiv Chowk, Kashmere Gate, etc., have popular
eateries like McDonald's, Nirula's, Cafe Coffee Day, etc. IRCTC has also opened a set of food kiosks serving passengers with snacks and delicacies at reasonable prices. Food Tracks kiosks offer light meals and mini meals. The preliminary budget for the 2017-18 financial year suggested that DMRC should receive
budget support of 1,156 crores. In the preliminary budget for the 2014-2015 financial year, DMRC received a budget support of Rs. 3,470.16 Crores and Rs. 838.07 Crores as equity. In the 2013-14 financial year, DMRC was awarded Rs. 2484.18 crores as budget support and Rs. 650 crores as part of equity investments.
To provide better service to its commuters, Delhi Metro has taken certain initiatives. It says the following: Introduction to six- and eight-bus trains on several routes. In addition to the existing eight-coach trains sailing between Jahangirpuri and HUDA City Centre, several such trains would be made operational. This has
especially been suggested/done because during rush hour in the morning and evening, Rajiv Chowk Metro Station gets two out of three trains with eight buses. Additional tours on the route between Kashmere Gate and Gurgaon (Gurugram) between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. have been introduced. Similarly, additional trains
have been introduced on the Janakpuri West route to Vaishali and Noida City Centre to the Dwarka Sec-21 route. The distance between Shaheed Stha and Rithala is 34.4 km. There are 29 stations on this route. Metro trains run at an average frequency of four minutes. Stations covered in line 1: Shaheed Sthal - Hindon



- Arthala - Mohan Nagar - Shyam Park - Major Mohit Sharma - Raj Bagh - Shaheed Nagar - Dilshad Garden - Jhilmil - Mansarovar Park - Shahdara - Welcome - Seelampur - Shastri Park - Kashmere Gate - Tis Hazari - Pul Bangash - Pratap Nagar - Shastri Naga - Inderlok - Kanhiya Nagar - Keshav Puram - Netaji Sted -
Kohat Enclave - Pitampura - Rohini East - Rohini West - Rithala Historie Extension dateTerminiLengthStations 25/12/02ShahdaraTis Hazari8.3 km (5.2 mi)6 03/10/03Tis HazariInderlok4.1 km (2.5 mi)4 31/03/04InderlokRithala8.9 km (5.5 mi)8 04/06/08ShahdaraDilshad Garden3.1 km (1.9 mi)3 08/03/19Dilshad
GardenShaheed Sthal9.6 km (1 TotalShaheed SthalRithala34.4 km (21.4 mi)29 Line 2, der opererer mellem Samaypur Badli - HUDA City Centre dækker en afstand på 42,2 km. Der er 37 stationer på denne rute. De tog, der er tilgængelige på denne linje, er generelt tilgængelige med en gennemsnitlig frekvens på tre
minutter i myldretiden. Stations Covered in Line 2: Samaypur Badli - Rohini Sector 18, 19 - Haiderpur Badli Mor - Jahangirpuri - Adarsh Nagar - Azadpur - Model Town - GTB Nagar - Vishwa Vidyalaya - Vidhan Sabha - Civil Lines - Kashmere Gate - Chandni Chowk - Chawri Bazar - New Delhi - Rajiv Chowk - Patel
Chowk - Central Secretariat - Udyog Bhawan - Lok Kalyan Marg - Jor Bagh - INA - AIIMS - Green Park - Hauz Khas - Malviya Nagar - Saket - Qutub Minar - Chhatarpur - Sultanpur - Ghitorni - Arjan Garh - Guru Dronacharya - Sikandarpur - MG Road - IFFCO Chowk - HUDA City Centre Line - 2 was made operational in
five stages: History Extension dateTerminiLengthStations 20/12/04Vishwa Vidyalaya Kashmere Gate4 kilometers (2.5 mi)4 03/07/05Kashmere Gate Central Secretariat7 kilometers (4.3 mi)6 04/02/09Vishwa Vidyalaya Jahangirpuri6.4 kilometers (4.0 mi)5 21/06/10HUDA City Centre Qutub Minar14.5 kilometers (9.0 mi)9
26/08/10Chhatarpur [2]-1 03/09/10Central Secretariat Qutub Minar[3]12.53 kilometers (7.79 mi)9 10/11/15Jahangirpuri Samaypur Badli[4]4.37 kilometers (2.72 mi)3 TotalSamaypur Badli HUDA City Centre48.8 kilometers (30.3 mi)37 Operating across 57 stations in Line 3. Den afstand, der er tilbagelagt under denne rute,
er 50,56 km. Oprindeligt den blå linje i Delhi Metro startede fra Indraprastha til Dwarka. november 2009 blev linjen forlænget fra Yamuna Bank til Noida City Centre med en samlet længde på 13,1 km. Line - 3 was made operational in six stages: Blue Line Stations Extension dateTerminiLengthStations
31/12/05DwarkaBarakhamba Road22.9 km (14.2 mi)22 01/04/06 Dwarka Sector 96.5 km (4.0 mi)6 11/11/06Barakhamba RoadIndraprastha2.8 km (1.7 mi)3 12/11/09Yamuna BankNoida City Centre13.1 km (8.1 mi)[2]10 14/07/11 Vaishali8.74 km (5.43 mi)[3]8 30/10/10Dwarka Sector 9Dwarka Sector 212.76 km (1.71 mi)
[4]2 09/03/19Noida City CentreNoida Electronic City6.67 km (4.14 mi)6 TotalNoida Electronic City/VaishaliDwarka Sector 2165.35 km (40.61 mi)57 Noida Electronic City Noida Sector 62 Noida Sector 59 Noida Sector 61 Noida Sector 52 Noida Sector 34 Noida City Centre Noida Golf Course Botanical Garden Noida
Sector 18 Noida Sector 16 Noida Sector 15 New Ashok Nagar Mayur Vihar Extension Mayur Vihar-I Akshardham Yamuna Bank Indraprastha Pragati Maidan Mandi House Barakhamba Road Rajiv Chowk R K Ashram Marg Jhandewalan Bagh Rajendra Place Patel Nagar Shadipur Kirti Nagar Moti Nagar Ramesh Nagar
Rajouri Garden Tagore Garden Subhash Nagar Janakpuri East Janakpuri West Uttam Nagar East Uttam Nagar West Nawada Dwarka Mor Dwarka Dwarka Sector 14 Dwarka Sector 13 Dwarka Sector 12 Dwarka Sector 11 Dwarka Sector 10 Dwarka Sector 9 Dwarka Sector 8 Dwarka Sector 21 Completed in January
2010, Line 4 operates across eight stations. The distance travelled under this route is 6.25 km. A small extension was made in July 2011 connecting The Anand Vihar Metro Station in the Blue Line branch with Vaishali Metro Station in Ghaziabad, two stations, i.e. Anand Vihar and Vaishali in Ghaziabad. The Anand Vihar
ISBT - Vaishali route was opened to the public on 27 October 2005. Stations Covered in Line 4 Yamuna Bank - Laxmi Nagar - Nirman Vihar - Preet Vihar - Karkardooma - Anand Vihar - Kaushambi - Vaishali This is one of the most recently added line to the Delhi Metro network. It also happens to be the second line that
offers standard-gauge corridor after line 4. The total distance travelled by this route is approximately 29.64 km. Line 5 covers 21 stations. The line was put into service from 3 January 2004 to 31 December 2006. Kirti Nagar-Ashok Park main route was opened on 27 October 2015. Stations covered in line 5 Inderlok -
Ashok Park Main - Punjabi Bagh - Shivaji Park - Madipur - Paschim Vihar East - Paschim Vihar West - Peeragarhi - Udyog Nagar - Surajmal Stadium - Nangloi - Nangloi Railway Station - Rajdhani Park - Mouthka - Mundka Industrial Area (MIA) - Ghevra Metro station - Tikri Kalan - Tikri Border - Pandit Shree Ram
Sharma - Bahadurgarh City - Brigadier General Hoshiyar Singh Original Line 6 runs from the Central Secretariat to Sarita Vihar and began its activities in October 2010. This route covers a total distance of 43,285 km, comprising 34 important stations. The line was extended to Raja Nahar Singh Metro Station
(Ballabhgarh) in November 2018. Stations covered in Line 6 Kasmere Gate - Lal Qila - Jama Masjid - Delhi Gate - ITO - Mandi House - Janpath - Central Secretariat - Khan Market - Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium - Jangpura - Lajpat Nagar - Moolchand - Kailash Colony - Nehru Place - Kalkaji Mandir - Govinduri - Harkesh
Nagar - Jasola Apollo - Sarita Vihar - Mohan - Tughlakabad - Badarpur - Sarai - NHPC Chowk - Mewla Maharajpur - Sector 28 - Badkhal Mor - Faridabad Old - Neelam Chowk Ajronda - Bata Chowk - Escorts Mujesar - Sant Surdas (Sihi) - Raja Nahar Singh (Ballabhgarh) Line - 6 was made operational in three stages:3
October 2010 : Central Secretariat of Sarita Vihar 14 January 2011: Sarita Vihar to Badarpur 28 June 2014: Central Secretariat to Mandi House 8 June 2015: Mandi House to ITO 6 September 2015:Badarpur to Escorts Mujesar 28 May 2017:Kashmere Gate to ITO 19 November 2018:Escorts Mujesar to Raja Nahar
Singh Line 7: Airport Express - Dwarka Sector 21 (Orange Line) Delhi Airport Metro Express line runs from New Delhi Metro Station to Dwarka Sector 21 Metro connects Indira Gandhi International Airport in between. New Delhi - IGI Airport (T-3) - The Dwarka Sector-21 route was opened to the public on February 23,
2011. The total length of this line is 22.7 km. The service was suspended from July 7, 2015 to December 31, 2015 It has now reopened. and the metro speed is 132 km/h. Stations covered in line 7: New Delhi Station - Shivaji Stadium - Dhaula Kuan - Delhi Aerocity - Airport - Dwarka Sector 21 The 14th Sections between
Trilokpuri Sanjay Lake and Shiv Vihar were opened on 31 December 2005. Other parts of the line are expected to open in December 2018. It is 58.59 km long and set to be the longest corridor of Delhi NCR's rapidly growing metro network. It currently consists of 38 stations. Running alongside Delhi's busy Ring Road,
which sees major traffic jams every day, the Pink Line is also referred to as the Ring Road Line. Stations covered in Pink Line Mukundpur Depot - Majilis Park - Azadpur - Shalimar Bagh - Netaji Subhash Place - Shakurpur - Punjabi Bagh West - ESI Hospital - Rajouri Garden - Maya Puri - Naraina Vihar - Delhi Cantony -
Duabargi DeshmuH South Campus - Sir Vishwesraiah Moti Bagh - Bhikaji Cama Place - SarOjojini Nagar - INA - South Extension - Lajpat Nagar - Vinobapuri - Ashram - Hazrat Nizamuddin - Mayur Vihar-I - Mayur Vihar Pocket 1 - Trilokpuri Sanjay Lake - Vinod Nagar East - Vinod Nagar - IP Extension - Anand Vihar -
Karkarduma - Krishna Nagar - East Azad Nagar - Welcome - JaffraBad - Maujpur - Gokul Puri - Johri Enclave - Shiv Vihar Maujpur-Babarpur Yamuna Vihar Bhajanpura Khajuri Khas Sonia Vihar Wazirabad Surghat Jagatpur Village Jharoda Majra Burari Majlis Park Azadpur Shalimar Bagh Netaji Subhash Place Shakur
Punpur Punjabi Bagh West ESI Hospital Rajouri May Gardenapuri Naraina Vihar Delhi Cantonment Durgabai Deshmukh South Campus Sir Vishweshwaraiah Moti Bagh Bhikaji Cama Place Sarojini Nagar Delhi Haat INA South Extension Lajpat Nagar Vinobapuri Ashram Sarai Kale Khan - Nizamuddin Mayur Vihar - I
Mayur Vihar Pocket In Trilokpuri Sanjay Lake East Vinod Nagar - Mayur Vihar-II Mandawali - West Vinod Nagar IP Extension Anand Vihar Karkarduma Karkarduma Court Krishna Nagar East Azad Nagar Welcome Jaffrabad Maujpur-Babarpur Gokulpuri Johri Enclave Shiv Vihar Magenta Line: Janak Puri West -
Botanical Garden Magenta Line of Delhi Metro has become completely functional after launching its last stretch from Janak Puri West to Kalkaji Mandir on May 29, 2018. Originally, the first stretch of the Magenta line from the Botanical Garden to Kalkaji Mandir was launched on 25 April 1945. The Magenta line is part of
DMRC's Phase III network. This line connects the entire stretch from Janakpuri (West) to the Botanical Garden, covering a total distance of 38,235 km and 25 stations. With the launch of this metro line time between Gurugram and Noida will also be reduced by 30 minutes. Following the extension of the magenta line to
Janakpuri West, Terminal I (domestic terminal) at Indira Gandhi International Airport has a separate station on the Magenta line. After the inauguration of the second stretch, the two new exchange facilities are available on the magenta line. One is from Janakpuri West (on Dwarka - NOIDA/Vaishali Blue Line) and the
other is at Hauz Khas (at HUDA City Centre - Samaypur Badli Yellow line). This has reduced the travel time between Gurugram and Noida by 30 minutes as commuters don't have to walk through the tightly packed Rajiv Chowk Metro station. Stations covered in Magenta Line Janakpuri West - Dabri Mor - Dhasrath Puri -
Palam - Sadar Bazaar Cantonment - Terminal 1 IGI Airport - Shankar Vihar - Vasant Vihar - Munirka - R.K Puram - IIT Delhi - Hauz Khas - Panchsheel Park - Chirag Delhi - Greater Kailash - Nehru Enclave - Kalkaji Mandir - Okhla NSIC - Sukhdev Vihar - Jamia Millia Islamia - Okhla Vihar - Jasola Vihar Shaheen Bagh -
Kalindi Kunj - Okhla Bird Sanctuary - Botanical Garden Mandi House Interchange Station The first part of Stage III of the Delhi Metro became functional to the public on 26 April 2015 It is a 3.2 km long metro line connecting Mandi House (Blue Line) and Central Secretariat (Yellow line); It is an extension of the Violet Line
in order to decongest Rajiv Chowk Metro Station. The first train on the route was inaugurated by the Union's Minister for Urban Development, Venkaiah Naidu. The Mandi House metro station serves as an exchange station for three metro lines: Jahangirpuri - HUDA City Centre, Central Secretariat - Badarpur and Noida -
Dwarka Sector 21. Commuters in Badarpur - Central Secretariat route en route to Noida, Vaishali as well as Dwarka can change trains at Mandi House without changing trains twice at the central secretariat and Rajiv Chowk metro stations. Metro trains on this route will run at a frequency of 3.25 minutes. Trials of Phase
III of Delhi Metro Phase III of Delhi Metro targets make a difference of about 30 minutes of travel time between delhi and ncr cities noida and gurgaon. Commuters will save on journey time because the number of changing stations has been increased to 22 compared to the existing nine interchangeable hubs. The 13
exchange stations to be added include:Line 7: Rajouri Garden, Netaji Subhash Place, Lajpat Nagar, INA, Azadpur, Mayur Vihar Phase I, Anand Vihar, Welcome and Karkardooma Line 8: Kalkaji Mandir, Hauz Khas, Janakpuri West and Botanical Garden Phase III aims to reduce the distance travelled by commuters
between: Kalkaji and Botanical Garden by 16 km Hauz Khas and Botanical Gardens with 8 km Hauz Khas and Janakpuri West by 9 km Lajpat Nagar and Mayur Vihar Phase I of 8 km Dhaula Kuan and INA with 12 km Dhaula Kuan and Rajouri Garden with 12 km Badar - Faridabad Line 2015 by PM Modi. This line
provides connection between Delhi and the industrial satellite city of Faridabad, Haryana. Delhi Metro's 'Heritage Line', consisting of three stations, Delhi Gate, Jama Masjid and Red Fort metro stations was thrown open to the public on May 28, 2017. This line is essentially an extension of the Violet Line, which runs
between Faridabad and ITO and takes the load from Chandni Chowk and Chawri Bazar stations in the Yellow Line. Delhi Metro Ranked second Among 18 Metro Systems in the world In an online survey conducted by global metro benchmarking groups, Nova Group of Metros and Community of Metros (CoMET), Delhi
Metro has been ranked second in terms of overall customer satisfaction among the 18 international metro systems. According to media reports, more than 41,000 people gave their feedback to the online survey, which was conducted worldwide via social media and online websites. According to the reports, commuters in
delhi metro rated 'crowding' and 'reliability' as some of the priority areas. A spokesman from delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) said that the survey was conducted as per the European Norm 13816 and few of the areas covered were accessibility, ease of use, availability, information prior to travel, customer care, etc.
Highest altitude Achieved by Delhi Metro - Dhaula Kuan A great feat is achieved by delhi metro as Delhi Metro train crossing Dhaula Kuan will operate at an altitude of 23.6 meters. This has surpassed the height of Karkardooma, where metro trains run at an altitude of 19 meters. In order to avoid any traffic disruption on
the airport line, the launch operation over it will take place from 12.30a.m. to 4 a.m., i.e. from 12.30 a.m. A detour road is also being built to avoid any kind of hassle for commuters. The viaduct is scheduled to be completed by the end of October 2014. The elevated phase III viaducts overcoming the two existing phases of
metro corridors at four other locations besides Dhaula Kuan. The other four locations are Anand Vihar, Mayur Vihar, Netaji Subhash Place and Karkardooma. Delhi Metro's Engineering Marvel In an impressive development, DMRC has achieved what can aptly be described as a marvel of engineering. The Majlis Park-
Shiv Vihar corridor under construction as part of the Phase III project now crosses the existing Vaishali-Dwarka line at an altitude of 21 metres above ground with 10 metres of clearance. According to media reports, several such crossover lines will be built at this stage. DMRC launches a Smartphone Mobile Application
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) has launched a smartphone application to help users get Delhi Metro-related information easily. Users of smartphones can receive information via GPS as the application works on both iPhones as well as Android smartphones with internet or GPRS access. The application can also
be downloaded from website (www.delhimetrorail.com) by DMRC. As announced by Mangu Singh, Ceo of DMRC, a user will be able to get the following information using this application: Metro map and route details Nearest metro station travel prices and travel time Metro times Parking information Landmark and tourist
locations near metro stations Feeder bus availability and route information Helpline numbers Complaints complaints and feedback facility Safety helpline numbers Metro Museum information The application is said to have a user friendly interface to ensure easy navigation and has all major options on the home screen.
Delhi Metro launches Online Smart Card Recharge Facility Delhi Metro Rail Corporation has launched an online recharge facility metro smart cards. This provision will allow commuters to recharge their smart cards through their credit/debit card. The top-up can be easily done by visiting the following links:
www.delhimetrorail.com or www.dmrcsmartcard.com. Once the recharge is complete, commuters will need to validate their recharge using the ticket reader cum Add-Value machines, which have been installed at 13 metro stations - Shastri Park, Rajendra Place, Dilshad Garden, Welcome, Barakhamba Road, Pragati
Maidan, Nirman Vihar, Seelampur, Karkardooma, Laxmi Nagar, R K Ashram Marg, Shahdara and Jhande Machines will also provide information on the value of smart cards, the last recharge done, and the last five entry/exit transactions. The minimum transaction amount is Rs. 200, and the maximum allowable charge
amount is Rs. 3000 per card. This facility will not only allow commuters to avoid unnecessary queues, but will also reduce cash transactions at ticket counters. Kashmere Gate - Red Fort Tunnel Completes Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) completed tunneling of 1,351 meters between Kashmere Gate and Red Fort.
The construction under Phase III of the 9.37 km tunnel at the Central Secretariat-Kashmere Gate passed under the current Kashmere Gate elevated metro station. As per the DMRC, the tunnel passes the Dara Shikoh Library, Lothian Bridge and Ambedkar University. Study: Delhi Metro Ranks First in Information During
Travel According to a study by the Railway and Transport Strategic Centre, the Delhi Metro was ranked as the first in information during the journey. DMRC also secured second place in excellence and comfort. The ranking was given on the basis of the studies carried out between 13. WBST290914RANK2 Load More
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